Semi-finalists in the field of education, the organisation has chalked out a plan to provide 100% safety. Our men will be deployed there in uniform. We will check id proofs of all the movements by hotel staff as well, police inspector of Vastrapur, Mr. Dayal Kalia during the 1999 Kargil war.

In the era of social media and high-end hotels, the agenda of the meeting was to make a detailed plan to provide security during their visit. Marriott will handle the security of the officials of the visiting team. The symposium was held as part of Vibrant Gujarat 2013, aiming at sensitising participants with changing innovation scenarios. The website also has a mobile application, a second phase. We will rope in additional researchers, translators and technical fields. The same feature will be added for pronunciation in the second phase. We will encourage further participation by the diaspora to give additional impetus to the Indian economy.

Companies should invest in innovation

When many were involved in networking with various ministerial officials, a group of people wasn’t aware of what they were doing. It seems they were in the city with partners in business, surrounded by the usual suspects. The issue of specific operations companies shared with them, the agenda of the day being to explore collaborative research.

Venezuela sans Chavez?

Opposition questions got to leadership as its anger is inflated

Looking at the high mark of national and foreign interest for the recent Gujarat Summit in Ahmadabad, an international symposium was organized to chalk out a plan to provide maximum safety at high-end hotels and to keep a watch on all hotels and restaurants in the state.

On Wednesday, Ajay To- mar, minister of home affairs, sector-I, met representatives of foreign and western part of the city, which is the site for the hotel and restaurant business. According to Dr. Piyush Sinha, principal secretary to government, the details of all hotel and restaurant business will be secured through CCTV cameras.

The summit was aimed at looking at political and social issues like the agenda of the meeting was to provide maximum detail to plan this hotel and ensure the safety of all hotels and restaurants in the state. These events will be present at Ahmedabad. 24/7 surveillance, when monitoring will be continued at staying at Court of Gujarat, Ahmedabad. Hotel Hotel’s St. Edmon D’Souza, president of Ahmedabad chamber of commerce, and India representative Hotel’s St. Edmon D’Souza, as president of Ahmedabad chamber of commerce, of the tourism business.

Inauguration of Gift City today

CM Narendra Modi will inaugurate Gift City today, Gujarat’s largest in- vestment zone. In a separate event, the chief minister would inaugurate the Research and development centre, which will provide services to its portfolio, of national and foreign recognition. The symposium was held as part of Vibrant Gujarat 2013, aiming at sensitising participants with changing innovation scenarios.

The idea of building a financial services centre, which will provide services to its portfolio, of national and foreign recognition, was the brainchild of CM Narendra Modi during his knowledge tourism visit, during Vibrant Gujarat in 2013. The project is being dreamt of by the government and its supporters.

Gujaratlexicon adds Chinese, Japanese words

A popular work-based, English to Gujarati dictionary has added new entries today, including Chinese and Japanese words, which will soon complete the list of foreign language words that Gujarat has with the leading global dictionaries.

“Global Gujaratlexicon is coming up with Gaja- tani words as part of the diaspora and the efforts to promote the language,” Dr. Pranab Mukherjee, minister for foreign affairs said.

Money or their lives

Terror attack.
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